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Physiology and Mysticism at Pherai.
The Funerary Epigram for Lykophron *
Ta the starry heaven,
where my saut will live.
For historians of religion, a funerary epigram from Pherai dated to the
early Hellenistic period1 has special interest. The text is as follows:
Znvàc; ànà QU;,nc; IlEyéû,ou AUXOqJQillV 6 <PLÀLOXOU
oo1;nL, àÀn8ElaL ôÈ Èx nUQàc; à8uvérrou'
xut ｾ ｷ Èv OÙQUVLOLC; èiOtQOLC; iJJtà nutQàc; àEQ8ElC;'
oWIlU ôÈ IlntQàc; ÈlliiC; IlntÉQu yf\v XatÉXEL.
I, Lykophron, the son of Philiskos, seem sprung from the root of great
Zeus, but in truth am from the immortal fire; and l live among the heavenly
stars uplifted by my father; but the body born of my mother oecupies
mother-earth.
The main idea of the epigram, that the soul of the dead goes to the astral
heaven while the body returns to the earth, that is, the mother, is easy to
grasp and it could be argued that this notion is a standard expression in
funerary epigrams. The purpose of my paper, however, is to show that this
idea expresses a specifie conception of the nature of the cosmos and of the
.human soul with its own specifie vocabulary.
A full analysis of the text requires examination of the following aspects:
1) the Presocratie physiology-cosmogony underlying it and its function in the
context of the epigram; 2) the religious tendencies whieh emerge and their
place in contemporary mystic trends; 3) the language and the techniques
used to reinforce the twofold message of the epigram.
* 1 am deeply thankful to Prof. Dr. W. Burkert for his constant, intellectual support
and invaluable suggestions on this paper. 1 am indebted to Prof. Dr. D. Zeller for his
precious comments and references, after delivering the paper in the 8th International
Conference of CIERGA (Rhodes, 25-29 May 2001). 1 would also like to record my
appreciation to Prof. Dr. Y.Z. Tzifopoulos for his scrutinizing but perceptive comments as
weil as for sorne additional bibliography.
1 Ed. pr. D.P. THEoeHARIs, AD 22 (1967), Chron., p. 297 and il!. 196. Bu//Epigr (1970),
337 and (1974), 309. Also, R. MERKELBAeH, "Epigram auf Lykophron von Pherai", ZPE 11
(1973), p. 156. Republished by W. PEEK, Griechische Vers-Inschriften aus Thessalien, Sitz.
Ber. Heidelberger Akad. Wiss., Ph.-Hist. K!., 1974, Abh. 3, no. 25, p. 27-28 (il!.); SEG 28
(1978), 528; B. HELLY, RPh (1978), p. 130.
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A. LloSa: 'AÀi]SELa = Seeming : Troth
'Ex Jt'UQàç àSavétto'U = The Origin of the Soul
Orphie poetry adapted language to fit Orphie mysticism, especially for
the purpose of revealing doctrine. 2 The linguistie style and mode of
presentation derived apparently not only from writings on physiology but
also from the language of the mysteries and its content was analogous to
contemporary mystie doctrine.3 In reconstructing the cosmogony, we have
to take into account the role of language, as weIl as the structure of the
epigram, whieh is based on the principles of dualism and opposition.
cS61;llL : àÀ1l8EtaL
Zllv6ç <'m6 ｑＨｾｬｬￇ f,lEyaÀou : Èx nUQ6ç à8uva'tou
Èv 01JQUV(OLÇ aa'tQoLç : f,lll'tÉQU ynv XU'tÉXEL
natQ6ç : f,ll]'tQ6ç
ｾｷ Èv 01JQUV(OLÇ aa'tQoLç iJn6 nu'tQ6ç àEQ8Etç : awf,lu ôÈ f,l1l'tQ6ç Èf,lnç f,lll'tÉQU
ynv XatÉXEL
The text contrasts ｍ ｾ ｡ : àM8ELa (doxa : aletheia) , a contrast paralleled
in the following texts:
a) The first (the Prooemium) and second part of Parmenides' poem IIEQL
cI>UaEwç;4 Parmenides' poem whieh might be titled The Way ofBeing or The
Way of Truth is divided into three parts: A Prooemium (Fragment 1), that sets
the famous contrast between Truth and Opinion (Being and Seeming), a
section referred to as The Way of Truth or Aletheia and a section The Way
of Seeming;S b) The same contrast is expressed by Xenophanes in the
2 See D. GAMBARARA, Alle fonti della filosofia dei languaggio. 'Lingua' e 'nomi' nella
cultura greca arcaica, Rome, 1984, p. 168-180. Also, A. BERNABÉ, "Una forma ebrionaria de
reflexion sobre el lenguaje: la etimologfa de nombres divinos en los orficos", Revista
espariola de lingiirstica 22 (1992), p. 26-54.
3 W. Burkert has pointed' out the important role the commentator of Papyrus
Derveni assigned to language by assimilating cosmogony to onomatogony: W. BURKERT,
"La Genèse des choses et des mots. Le papyrus de Derveni entre Anaxagore et Cratyle",
EPh 25 (970), p. 443-455.
4 D-K 1, 1. 28-31: XQEW ôÉ OE ncJ.v'l:a nu8Éo8m / n!J.Èv 'AÀn8Etnç EÙXUXÀÉOç ÙLQE!J.ÈÇ fiwQ /
MÈ PQOLWV ô6!;aç, Latç oùx EVL n(onç ùÀn8nç. Translation by B. SANDYWELL, Presocratic
Reflexivity: The Construction of Philosophical Discourse c. 600-450 B.e, vol. 3, London /
New York, 1996, p. 305: "You will learn everything: both the immoveable heart of well-
rounded Truth, and the opinions of mortals, in which there is no truly convincing force"
and D-K 2: fi !J.Èv ônwç Eonv LE xal wç oùx Eon !J.n E1vm, / rtEL80nç Èon xÉÀEu80ç ('AÀn8E(U
yàQ ônnôEt). Translation by B. SANDYWELL, o.c., p. 305: "The first, that says that [It] is, and
that it is not possible for [It] not to be - this is the path of true persuasion, for il follows
Truth". (G.S. KIRK, ].E. RAVEN, M. SCHOFIELD, The Presocratic Philosophers, Cambridge
Univ. Press, 19832 , p. 288 and 291).
5 See SANDYWELL, o.c. (n. 4), p. 300 sq.
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Fragment on the limitations of human knowledge,6 and c) the insistence on
ètÀ.n8ELU in the Olbia tablets.7 'AÀn8ELa is a catchword for the Orphies of
Olbia. It is engraved on the tablets in contrast to 'lfEÜOOÇ , but the insistence
lies in the 'AÀn8ELu, because of its presence three times in these. This
emphasis on "the truth" represents the nove! doctrine, the truth revealed to
the initiates, contrasted with the error in which the rest people live.8
In the Pherai-epigram the opposition between doxa-aletheia is applic-
able ta the fatherhood of Lykophron. If two fatherhoods, one divine, the
other human, have to be matched together, it is often said that the human
origin was only believed.9 In the Greek literature, this opposition is manifest
by the expressions ÀEy6f,tEVOÇ - YEv6f,tEVOç,1O Myoç - y6voç,11 6 Ooxéi:lv JtmnQ -
'tà à\jJE'UÔÉç,12 tai:ç 0' àÀn8E(mç,13 and the late, but closest to the Pherai-
epigram, 'tep OOXEtV - Ttj 0' àÀn8Etq.,14
The dual conception of a celestial royal Father and of an earthly great
Mother is the religious and pre-philosophieal expression, in physieal terms, of
the primai distinction between incorporeallight and substantial darkness, the
opposition between definiteness and indeterminacy.15 Besides, the Greek
6 D-K B 34: xat 'tà !lEV oùv aacpEç oùnç àVl1Q tôEV oùÔÉ nç Ea'tUL / dôwç à!lCPt 8EWV 'tE
xat liaaa À.ÉYw mQt Jt<lV'tWV' / et yàQ xat 'tà !laÀw'ta 'tUXOL 'tE'tEÀEa!lÉvov dnwv, / a'Ù'tàç 0!lWç
o'Ùx OlÔE' ô6xoç ô' Ènt nâOL 'tÉ'tUX'tUL. Translation by SANDYWELL (p. 294): "But as for certain
truth, no man has seen it; nor will there ever be a man who knows about the gods and
about the things of whieh 1 speak. And even if by chance he were to speak the final truth,
he himself would nevertheless be aware of it; opinion (seeming) is fixed by fate upon ail
things" (KIRK-RAvEN-SCHOFIELD, p. 186).
7 Olbia tablets, text: L. DUBOIS, Inscriptions grecques dialectales d'Olbia du Pont,
Genève, 1996, no. 94 with bibliography.
8 See M.L. WEST, "The Orphies of Olbia", ZPE 45 (1982), p. 20.
9 Cf Gospel of Luke, 3, 23. 1 wouId like to express my appreciation to Prof. Dr. D.
Zeller, for rus kindness to provide me the literary references concerning doxa-aletheia.
10 Isoc., Hel., 18: Kat nQw'tov !lEV GnaEuç, 6 Àey6f.tEVOÇ !lÈv ALYÉWÇ, YEv6f.tEVOÇ ô' Èx
IIoOELôwvoç.
11 PORPH., V. Pyth., 2: TLvàç ô' 'An6ÀÀwvoç aù'tàv la'toQEtv xat IIu8atôoç Ｇ ｴ ｬ Ｌ ｴ ｬ ｾ Ｌ ｾ
ÔE MvnaaQXou cpnatv 'AnoÀÀwvLQç; cf. PLUT., Alex., 28, 2: "xat natQàç ￈ ｾ ｌ ｏ ￙
nQoaayoQE1J0f.tÉvou", À.Éywv 'tàv <l>tÀLnnov.
12 HELIOD., Aeth. III, 14, 19-20: na'tl1Q ÔE 't0 f.tÈv ÔOXEtV nQocpil'tnç, 'tà ÔE à\lJE1JÔEÇ Ｇｅｑｾｌｦｩ￧Ｎ
13 STOB., 4, 20b, 74: <'AQLO'twVu!lOa> 'EcpÉawç 'tl,tl yÉVEL veavtaç 'twv ÈJtL011!lWV, ulàç
ｾ ｮ Ａ ｬ ｯ ｡ Ｇ ｴ ｑ ｡ Ｇ ｴ ｯ ｵ Ｌ tatç ô' àÀn8etULç 'AQEWÇ; ibid. 4, 20b, 75: GnaEùç xat At8Qaç natç, 'tatç ô'
àÀn8EtULç IIoaELôwvoç.
14 MEN. RHET., III, 370, 21 sq. Spengel: noÀÀot 't0 f.tEV ÔOXEtV èS àv8Qwnwv dat, 'tfl ô'
àÀn8etÇl naQà wü 8eoù nÉflJtOv'tUL xat ELOLV àJt6QQOLUL ov'twç 'tOÙ xQEt't'tovoç.
15 See G.E.R. LLOYD, Polarity and Analogy, Cambridge, 1966, esp. ch. II: "The analysis
of different modes of opposition", p. 86 sq. and "Imagery in Cosmologieal Theories",
p. 232-247. In general, P.F.M. FONTAINE, The Light and the Dark. A Cultural History of
Dualism. Vol 1. Dualism in the Archaic and Early Classical Periods of Greek HistOlY,
Amsterdam, 1986; id., The Light and the Dark. A Cultural HistolY of Dualism. Vol IV.
Dualism in the Ancient Middle East, Amsterdam, 1989, p. 46-50, concerning the life after
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view of death is essentially dualistic, as revealed in Greek epitaphs: the body
(ow/-w) is separated from the sou! ('ljJuxil) by death. 16
In this epigram, the deceased Lykophron emphasizes his paternal origin,
in particular the divine one, corresponding to the immortal fire. The dead
man confesses that his real origin is from JtiJQ àOavawv (immortal fire), which
functions as his father, as a natural person, and not Znvàc; àJtà ｑ ｌ ｾ ｮ ｃ ［ (Zeus);
this sounds rationalistic,17 Zeus is the effective principle. The fire cornes from
him, and this element represents spiritual-material substance, generally and
specifically. Merkelbach saw a change in traditional beliefs in both of the two
couplets. He thinks that this Lykophron was likely from the family of the
tyrants of Pherai, Jason and Lykophron, and therefore ÔWYEVnC;. In Greek
mythology, many heroes are namecj after their human fathers, but are
actually sons of Zeus. In this funerary epigram, Lykophron, the son of
Philiskos,18 a "heroizised" mortal,19 is ｍｾｮｌ [ÔWYEVnC;]; 20 in reality, he takes
his origin from the àOavat'ov JtiJQ, that is the Aether. Merkelbach is basically
right as to the ￴ ￢ ｾ ｡ Ｚ there was sorne family genealogy, where Zeus was
regarded as ancestor, which is replaced by the "true", the physical-mystical
interpretation.
Pherecydes of Syros, the reputed teacher of Pythagoras and the first
person to write a prose treatise JtEQL CPVOEWC;, is one of the /-tE/-tLY/-tÉVOL
OWÀâYOL,21 who employed "physiological" conceptual apparatusand
argumentation: Chronos, Zas and Chthonie = Earth. In Pherecydes, Zas for
Zeus is the aethereal warmth, the principle of light and life.
death in Egypt. Cf A.L. PIERRIS, "Origin and Nature of Early Pythagorean Cosmogony", in
K.I. BOUDOURIS (ed.), Pythagorean Philosaphy, Athens, International Center for Greek
Philosophy and Culture, 1992, p. 133 sq.
16 R. LATTIMORE, 1bemes in Greek and Latin Epitaphs, Drbana Ill. , 1942, p. 21. See F.D.
MILLER Jr., "Philosophical Themes in Early Greek Grave Inscriptions",. in XI Cangresso
lnternazionale di Epigrafia Greca e Latina, Roma, 18-24 Settembre 1997, Am l, Roma,
1999, p. 191-198, who considers the epitaph epigram for the Athenian dead at Poteidaia in
432 as the earliest statement of metaphysical dualism. On this epitaph epigram see infra.
17 See PEEK, a.c. (n. 1),
18 The name Philiskos is evidenced at Demetrias, see B. HELLY, Gannai II, Amster-
dam, 1973, no. 11; also, at Gyrton (inscription from ThaumakoO, BullEpigr (973), 235 and
at Echinos, BullEpigr (1973), 238.
19 On the heroization of a dead Ｈ ｡ ｣ ｰ ｮ ｑ ｗ ﾷ ｴ ｾ ｅ ｌ ｖ Ｉ during the Hellenistic period, see
L. PARNELL, Greek Hero Cuits and ldeas of lmmartality, Oxford, 1921, p. 343-344;
W. BURKERT, Greek Religion, Oxford, 1985, p. 206; F. GRAF, Nardianische Kulte, Rome, 1985,
p. 127 sq.; W. SPEYER, "Heros", RAC 14 (1988), p. 868-869.
20 The divine fatherhood is not a necessary condition for a mortal's heroizising:
BURKERT, a.c., n. 43, of p. 207 and GRAF, a.c., n. 43, of p. 128 and n. 55.
21 ARIST., Metaph., 1091 b 8 (A 7).
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Zaç (Znç) emphasizes the connection with ｾ ￩ ｩ Ｚ ｬ Ｌ ｾ ｷ Ｈ ｪ Ｉ Ｌ ｾ ｡ Ｈ ｪ Ｉ Ｌ ｾ Ｑ ￎ Ｈ ｪ Ｉ Ｎ Zavtoç
evokes ｾ ￩ ｩ Ｚ ｬ ｖ ｴ ｯ ￧ Ｎ Ｒ Ｒ Noteworthy in the epigram for Lykophron is the verb ｾ ￩ ｩ Ｚ ｬ ,
clearly referring to Zeus etymologically but also denoting the rebirth of the
dead in its semantic context. The author clearly found it congenial to use
etymology as a hermeneutic tool to reveal the nature of the divine (Zeus),
instead of employing the noun 'jJ'ux1Î. The use of the genitive Znvàç by the
writer of the epigram, instead of ｾ ｌ Ｖ ￧ ｊ reinforces our argument. This is
paralleled to the genitive Znvàç used by Heraclitus, fr. 32 D-K, The
connection, substantial and etymological, of Zeus with life was widespread
in philosophical authors. 23 Zaç, as life spirit and celestial king, is the aethereal
principle. 24
According to Hippocrates, what is called hot, 8EQItOV, is immortal,
à8avatov, and this is the aether-at8ÉQa. 25 The idea that the soul may be fire
or aether must have helped to determine the choice of fire as the controlling
form of matter. Fire is an archetypaI form of matter and in the early fifth
century Heraclitus provided an exemplary description of the deity: it is the
niiQ ￠･ＨｾＨｪＩｯｶ , "Eire that lives for ail eternity. "26 The pure cosmic fire was
identified by Heraclitus with atenQ (aether), the brilliant fiery stuff which fills
the shining sky and surrounds the world; this aether was widely regarded
both as divine and as a place of souls.
In Meijer's view, the ordering archè (principle) fire constitutes for
Heraclitus what is called the ontic prius, i.e. that principle or principles
which precede ail else either cosmogonically or cosmologically. Heraclitus
calls Zeus "the one Wise" (in fr. 32 D-K) and seems to mean that fire can be
called Zeus in a certain sense, thereby momentarily giving the concept of god
22 EM S.v. 1;,cjJn (413. 37) gives 1;,aw-1;,Ül, 1;,aovtOÇ-1;,ÜlVWÇ. Camp. alsa the epigram an
Zeus' tamb ascribed ta Pythagaras: PaRPH., v: Pyth., 17: "IIu8ay6gaç t0 LHl" / d)ÔE 8avwv
XEttaL Zay, av tlla xLxJ.,naxoueHv. See H. THESLEFF (ed.), The Pythagorean Texts of the
Hellenistic per/od, Aba, 1965, p. 174.
23 E.g. PLATa, Crat., 396a-b; the Staics, DIOG. LAERT., VII, 147; AR. Dm., fr. 29 Diels;
Dax. Gr., 464. 28; CaRNuTus, Theol. Graec., 2, p. 3. 3 Lang.
24 HERMEIAS, brisio Gent. Phil., 6, p. 18 Otto; PROBUS ad VERGIL., Bucol. VI, 31.
25 HIPPOCR., de carnib., 2 (Opera Omnia Littré, VIII, 584) ｾ apud DIOG. OF ApOLLONIA,
in: H. DIELS - W. KRANZ, Die Fragmente der Vorsokratiker, II, C 3 (VS): ÔOXÉEL ÔÉ !-loL a
xaJ.,ÉO!-lEV 8EQbL6v, à8avat6v tE EIVaL xal VOÉELV naVta xal 6gfiv xal àXOUELV xal dôÉVaL
navta, È6vta tE xal Èa6bLEva. toÛto O'DV tà nJ.,EtatoV, ote ÈtagaX8n anavta, ÈsExwgnaEv dç
t1'1v àvwtatw ltEgLqJognv xal a'Ùt6 bLOL ôoXÉEL aWÉQa totç naJ.,aLotç dgfia8aL, "What we cali
'hot' seems to me to be immartal and ta apprehend ail things and to see and hear and
know ail things, both present and future. This, then, the most of ail, when ail things
became confused, went out to the furthermost sphere, and seems ta me to have been
what was called aether by the men af old". Cf also EUR., fr. 839, 9 sq.; fr. 941 (Nauck2); id.,
Hel., 1014 sq.; AR., Pax, 832 sq.
26 Fr. 30 D-K ｾ KIRK-RAvEN-SCHOFIELD, O.C. (n. 4), 220 af p. 498: x6a!-lov t6VÔE tàv a'Ùtàv
él.J1:avtwv oùtE nç 8EÜlV OÙtE àv8gcimwv ÈnolnaEv, èlJ..J..' nv àd xal Éanv xal ÉataL nû!? àdt,wov,
étltt6blEVOV blÉtga xal ￠ ｮ ｯ ｡ ｾ ｅ ｶ ｶ ｵ ｢ ｬ ｅ ｖ ｏ ｖ blÉtQa.
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physical form and placing it on the same level as the ontic prius. 27
Physiology and mystical vision appear to be integrated in Heraditus. It has
been argued by Seaford that the content of Heraditus' philosophy was
related to and derived from the Orphie mysteries, on the basis mainly of its
link with the Olbia bone plate, as far as the soul-death-immortality
conception is concerned.28
Diogenes of Apollonia held that the soul was warm air, which seems
related to the view of soul as aether or fire: èolQ... ｾｴ｡ｑｌｏｖ TOU 8EOU: "air... is a
small portion of the god".29 Diogenes of Apollonia turned the vouç into àiJQ,
thus elevating it into a deity (ff. 5 D-K). In this way, the concept of god is
simply adapted to the materialistie theory by giving it physical form. The
ontic prius and the deity come here very dose to one another, doser than
we shall find again in Greek philosophy for many years to come. Even
Heraditus had dared to tread the same path, that of giving the deity physical
form. In the Val]atç (intellect) we find a personalized element which makes it
perfectly suitable to calI the àiJQ 8eaç. Aether is identified with fire in
Anaxagoras, too.3ü
Scholars have noted that a funerary epigram for the Athenian dead at
Poteidaia (432/1 B. C.), found near the entrance to the Academy, now in the
British Museum 1 37, whieh contains the striking verse 1. 6: at8ÈQ ｾ￈ｾ CPOUXàç
vmôÉxomo, ｯ｡ｾ｛｡ｴ｡ ÔÈ X8àv]: "Aether received their souls, earth their
bodies", is the first monument to use this eschatological motive, highly
significant in subsequent decades. 31
When in funerary epigrams appears the statement "the soul of the
deceased dwells in the sky", it does not only mean spiritual ascension, but
also the continuation of "real" life by the soul after the death of the body.
The opposition between the place of the body's rest (earth, tomb) and that
of the soul (sky, stars, Isles of Blessed, the Elysian Fields) is a recurring motif
in funerary epigrams.32
27 P.A. MEIJER, "Philosophers, Intellectuals and Religion in Hellas", in H.S. VERSNEL
(ed.), Faith, Hope and Worship, Leiden, Brill, 1981, p. 225.
28 See R. SEAFORD, "Immortality, Salvation, and the Elements", HSPh 90 (1986), p. 14-
15 sq. and notes 58, 59 for bibliography.
29 DIOG. OF ApOLLONIA, in THEOPHR., de sensu, 39 sq. (D-K 64 A 19) and in KIRK-
RAVEN-SCHOFIELD, O.C. (n. 4), p. 444 sq.
30 Fr. 15 D-K = ARIST., de caelo A 3, 270 b 24: Ｇａｶ｡ｾ｡ｹＶｑ｡￧ ôÈ xaTaXQi'iTaL Tep OV6,WTL
TUlmp 01J xaÀÜJç' OVOf.lU/;,EL YUQ aWÉQa àvLl :TtuQ6ç (= he speaks of aether in place of fire).
31 JG 13 , 1179; also, JG e, 945; W. PEEK, Griechische Vers-Jnschriften, 1. Grab-
Epigramme, Berlin, 1955 (= GV; 1) 20; GG, 12; D.W. BRADEEN, The Athenian Agora XVII, no.
16; Ch. CLAIRMONT, ZPE 36 (1979), p. 126-129; id., Patrios Nomos, l, 1983, no. 41 and p. 177.
See also MILLER, I.e. (n. 16), p. 191-198.
32 See the funerary epigram from Corcyra, (3rd or 2nd c. B. C.), PEEK, GV, 1978:
TECmaQaxovTaÉTnç ôÈ :TtQoÇ o1JQavov àOTEQ6EvTa / ilÀu8ov, Èv yatU ｏￜｊｾｌＧ ￈ｾｴｯｖ Èv8qtÉvn.
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In the Pythagorean Hypomnemata, as they are transmitted by Alexander
Anonymous ("Polyhistor"), a Pythagorean philosopher of the late Hellenistie
period, everything existing in the aether is immortal and divine; therefore,
since the soul is part of the aether, it is immortal. 33
The Derveni Papyrus,34 although is less close ta the Pherai-epigram,
deserves attention because it constitutes an important text for the history of
Presocratic culture, where the theme of mixture of the primordial
cosmogonie elements and their reciprocal relation in the mystery texts of
Orphism, like lamella C of Thurii, has already been emphasized by scholars. 35
M.L. West has persuasively argued that the commentator of Papyrus Derveni
had a vision of the world influenced by Ionie philosophy, as was Diogenes of
Apollonia.36 Thus, in Papyrus Derveni Zeus is presented as follows:37
1) A) Col. V = B) Col. IX: L. 3 and 5: Zeuç - nUQ (Zeus - fire)
2) A) Col. IX = B) Col. XIII: L. 1 and 4: Zeuç - aWnQ (Zeus - Aether)
3) A) Col. X = B) Col. XIV: L. 1 'tàv ÀaIP:tQo'ta'tov 'te [xat ￀ ｝ ｾ ｷ Ｇ ｻ ｑ ｛ Ｇ ｴ ｝ ｡ Ｇ ｴ ｏ ｶ (atSnQ)
(the brightest and whitest aether)
4) A) Col. XIII = B) Col. XVII: L. 3- 4, 12: ànQ = Zeuç. (air - Zeus)
Ze'Ùç xeCjJa[Àn, Ze'Ùç I-tÉoo]a (Zeus the head, Zeus the middle).
5) A) Col. XV = B) Col. XIX: àilQ = Zeuç. (air- Zeus)
The commentary on Orphism in the Derveni Papyrus interprets Zeus as
the all-pervading, all-subduing Air; his intelligence (CjJQOVYlOlÇ), conceived as
33 ALEX. POLYH., 273 F 93 }aeoby: (24) qJnat CÈ 6 'AÀÉsuvcQoÇ Èv tatç twv <I>LÀoaoqJwv
L'iLaCOxutç xut tu'ÙtU ElJQnxÉvaL Èv IIu8uyoQLxotç ｵＺｲｲｯｾｌｖｩｈＮｬ｡｡ｌｶﾷ ... (26) tav te mQt tnV yiiv
.ut8ÉQu... tav cÈ àvwténw àELxlvntov t' eLVaL xut xu8uQav xut uYLà, xut :rr6.VtU tà Èv U'ÙtWL
àB6.vutu xut cLà to'Ùto 8EtU. (27) nÀLOV tE xut aEÀi]vnv xut to'Ùç aÀÀouç àatÉQuç eLVaL 8EOUÇ'
ÈmxQUtEt yàQ ta 8EQIlav Èv u'Ùtotç, O:rrEQ ÈatLv swiiç ULtLOV' xut àv8Qcimwv eLVaL :rrQaç 8EO'ÙÇ
auyyÉvELUV xutà ta IlEtÉXELV av8Qw:rrov 8EQIlO'Ù' (28) ELVaL cÈ tnv ,!,uxiJv à:rroa:rruabtU ut8ÉQOC
xut to'Ù 8EQllo'Ù )tut to'Ù 1lJuxQo'Ù, .... à86.vatov tE ELVaL u'ÙtllV, ÈmLciJmQ xut ta àcp' oumQ
à:rrÉa:rruataL à86.vutov Èan.
34 On the Derveni Papyrus see the edition by S.G. KAPSOMENOS, '''0 'OQqJLXOÇ
II6.:rruQoç tiiç E>wauÀovlxnç", AD 19 (1964), p. 17-25 and its translation in German by
W. BURKERT, "Orpheus und die Vorsokratiker: Bemerkungen zum Derveni-Papyrus und
zur pythagoreisehen Zahlenlehre", A &A 14 (1968), p. 93-114; also, R. MERKELBAeH, "Der
orphisehe Papyrus von Derveni" , ZPE 1 (1967), p. 77-80; an English translation by L.J.
ALDERINK, "Creation and Salvation in Ancient Orphism", American Classical Studies 8
(1981), p. 117-120. Also, the text is published by an anonymous in ZPE 47 (1982), p. 1-12.
A. LAKS, G.W. MOST (eds.), Studies an the Derveni Papyrus, Oxford, 1997, esp. M.S. FUNGHI,
"The Derveni Papyrus", p. 25-37 and D. OBBINK, "Cosmology as Initiation vs. the Critique
of Orphie Mysteries", p. 39-54.
35 So e.g. ALDERINK, I.e. (n. 34), esp. ch. II: "Cosmologieal origins in the Orphie
myths", p. 25-53; cf SEAFORD, I.e. (n. 28), n. 28.
. 36 M.L. WEST, The 01Phic Paems, Oxford, 1983, p. 80-81.
37 A) eolumn of text in: ZPE 47 (1982), p. 1-12; B) eolumn of text in LAKS-MoST, a.c.
(n. 34).
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spirit, air ln movement, is identified with Orphie MOlgU. In Diogenes of
Apollonia B 4,38 life, breathing and soul go together.
In Orphism, Aether is identified with the impersonal cosmogonie Zeus.
This Zeus-Aether is distinct from the personal Olympian Zeus. 39 On this
basis, the epigram's phrase Znvàç àJtà ｑ Ｈ ｾ ｮ ￧ I-tEyéû,o'U must represent the
Olympian Zeus, and the expression corresponding Èx Jt'Ugàç à8uv<xw'U the
Zeus-Aether, the immortal fire.
l am inclined to believe that the main concept expressed in this funerary
epigram for Lykophron is that the deceased 'Orphie' initiate believes in the
astral immortality of the soul.40 The àÀ.i)8ElU (= truth) in the epigram for
Lykophron means that the soul is immortal fire cognate with the stars of
heaven. But the fact remains that the natural philosophers had no atheist
intentions. We see this confil'med by the Stoa. Aether is the Jt'Üg TEXVlX6v.41
But despite the fact that according to the Stoies fire is the first principle and
ail else cornes from it and is carried along by it, the Stoa is full of religious
feeling.
B. Zw Èv oilQUV(OlÇ àatQolç = The Fate of the Sou!
Now, l wish to show how the author of this epigram has combined
physiology with a context of eschatology-myste1Y initiation.
The belief that the soul of the dead is connected with the stars is weil
established in Greece by the late 5th centUly;42 the "astral eschatology" is first
found in Egypt, where the dead are connected with the stars of Orion and
Sirius. 43 The notion that the Beyond is in the dominion of the stars and that
38 SIMPL., In Phys., 151, 28 sq.
39 OF 21, 21 a, 168, 297; IOANNIS GALENOS, diac. HES., Tbeog. 943 (Gaisford II 604, 3 sq.);
PROCLUS, at PLATO, Tim. E 41 a (III 208, 29-209, 6 Diehl). See S.G. ANEMOIANNI-SINANIDI,
XWQoÇ xai XQ6voç elç rà 'OQcptxà 'An:oon:éw/wra, Athens, 1978, p. 51-62.
40 See W. BURKERT, Lore and Science in Ancient Pythagoreanism, Harvard Univ. Press,
Cambridge Massachusetts, 1972, ch. IV: "Astronomy and Pythagoreanism, 4. Harmony of
the Spheres and Astral Immortality".
41 The Stoics inherited this theory from Heraclitus and it was typical of their system:
KERN, OF 226: Èx taÏ! on 1jJuxn ôÀov aWéga àÀÀéwoouoa; OF 228 a: 1jJuxn 0' àvElgwrcoWLV àrc'
aWégoç ￈ ｧ ｧ ｬ ｾ Ｈ ｪ ｮ ｡ ｌ ［ OF 228 b: àéga 0' ÉÀX.OVTEÇ 1jJuxnv ElElav ｯｧｭＶｾｬｅＰＸ｡Ｎ See M.L. WEST,
Early Greek Philosophy and the Orient, Oxford; 1971, p. 132 sq., p. 150 sq.; id., Orphie
Poems, cit. (n. 36), p. 222-223. AR. DID., fr. 39. 4 von Arnim (Stoicorum Veterum
Fragmenta, Leipzig 1903-1905 (SVF) , ii 225. 18) = POSEIDONIUS, fr. 351 Theiler; cf SVP i. iii.
8, ii 191. 39, 217. 17. CHRYSIPP., Stoic., 2, 168 sq. Cf ARIST., Mu., 392a 5. PEEK, o.c. (n. 1),
thinks that this epigram echoes a Stoic doctrine.
42 On the astral immortality after death, see: P. CAPELLE, De luna stellis lacteo orbe
animarum sedibus, Diss. Halle, 1917; E. RHODE, Psyche. T7Je cult of souls and belief of
immol1ality among the Greeks. TransI. from the 8th ed. by W. B. HILLIS, London, 1925.
43 R. BAUVAL, A. GILBERT, T7Je Orion MystelY: Unlocking the Secrets of the Pyramids,
London, 1994: "1 fly upwards; l am not of the earth, l am of the sky. l am the essence of a
god. My soul is a star of gold" quoted by M.R. WRIGHT, Cosmology in Antiquity,
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the soul of man came from the sky and will return there sorne day was
widespread before Pythagoras, and it is explicit in the texts particularly in
funerary inscriptions, where Pythagorean influence can be seen.44
The close relationship of the human soul with the sky and the stars on
the one hand and on the other that, on the basis of this notion, the soul
cornes from the sky and returns to it, is characteristic of Ionian physiology, at
least from Heraclitus' and Anaxagoras' time. 45 For Heraclitus, the soul is
composed of fire and survives death. The immortality of the soul is
associated in sorne way with its fiery nature. Moreover, aIl the various and
contradictory ideas about this subject (i.e. of Epicharmus, A1cmeon,
Diogenes of Apollonia, Anaxagoras, Parmenides,46 Hippasus, Anaximenes)
are ascribed by Iamblichus, Aëtius, Maximus Tyrius, and Hippolytus to
Pythagoras. 47
The texts on gold lamellae clearly indicate that, already in the 5th c. B.C.,
cosmogonie speculation was related to concern about the soul's fate after
death. This explains much about the comprehensive world-view of
Heraclitus in partieular. 48 The phraseology of sorne Orphie gold lamellae
suggests that the initiate had it in his power to become a god. In lamella C
from Thurii (Timpone Grande), where Ls. 5 and 8 refer to [ire, earth
(Demeter), Zeus, the conception of the next world derives partly from mystie
ritual, combining an eschatological myth associated with mysteries with
three of the divine elements.49 The Orphie initiate becomes by virtue of his
knowledge god through his death, signifying not total annihilation but
transformation through rebirth, into another level of being. The genealogy of
aIl versions reflects the status of the soul, an advantage for initiates
London/New York, 1995, esp. p. 109-125. Also, FONTAINE, O.C. (n. 15), vol. IV, p. 46-50. For
the conflation of Egyptian and Orphic elements see R. MERKELBACH, "Die goldenen
Totenpasse: agyptisch, orphisch, bakchisch", ZPE 128 (1999), p. 1-13.
44 PEEK, O.C. (n. 31), 648 (also, in AE, 1953-54, B, p. 294-296), with a Pythagorean
influence, and 1097, 1776, 1829.
45 According to E. PFEIFFER, Srudien zum anriken Sternglauben, Leipzig, 1916, p. 114,
Heraclitus' theory about cosmos owes much to Pythagoras. See also, K.P. MICHAELIDIS,
Mensch und Kosmos in ihrer Zusammengeh6rigkeit bei den [rühen griechischen
Denkern, Nicosia, Cypern, 1979, p. 69 sq.
46 See A.C. CASSIO, "Da Elea a Hipponion e Leontinoi: Lingua di Parmenide e Testi
Epigrafici", ZPE 113 (1996), p. 14-20.
47 The immortality of the soul was one of the basic axioms of the Pythagoreans:
DICAEARCHUS apud PORPH., V. Pyth., 19 (= 14 A 8a D-K). Cf also IAMBL., VP, 173, 219; AËT.,
IV. 7, 1; MAXIM. TYRIUS X, 2; HIPPOL., Haer. VI, 25. 4. F. CUMONT, Lux Pe/perua, Paris, 1949,
ch. III: "L'immortalité céleste, Les origines orientales et les Pythagoriciens", p. 143 sq. Also,
1. ROUGIER, La religion astrale des Pythagoriciens, Paris, 1959. For the bibliography on
this, ].C. THOM, The Pythagorean Golden Verses, Leiden, Brill, 1995, p. 228 and n. 584.
48 KIRK-RAVEN-SCHOFIELD, O.C. (n. 4), p. 33.
49 See ZUNTZ, Persephone, Tablet C 5, 8, p. 347-348. R. SEAFORD, "Dionysiac Drama and
the Dionysiac Mysteries", CQ 31 (1981), p. 254.
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demanding special treatment from the gods. 50 The notion that the dead's
soul becomes a star influenced Plato's thought,51
Initiation connected with knowledge of the fate of the soul occurs
particularly in Plato's Phaedo. Plato and the Hippocratie tradition, though
critieal of initiatolY technicians, did embrace the language and imagery of
initiation as a vehicle for describing philosophical enlightenment,52 Plato
argued for the immortality of the soul more than any other philosopher. The
Phaedo 62b attributes the doctrine that men are in a kind of prison to mystie
rites, and in the Gratylus 400c Plato caUs Orphie the view that the body is the
soul's prison (<jJQo'UQa). At the end of the Phaedo, the soul divorced from the
demands of the body, will go "to a pure home that is above".53 The destiny of
the souls at the end of the Republic also receives a cosmie setting, linked
with the Pythagorean theOI'Y of the "harmony of the spheres". In the
Timaeus, too, the souls were linked to the sky, each one aUotted a "consort
star".54 These myths whieh specify a celestial origin and destiny for humanity
linked themes from Plato's own philosophy with the more widespread belief
that souls, made of air, breath or pneuma make their last journey on the
death of the body to the upper aether. 55 In the Menon, 81b the rebirth and
immortality of the soul echoes an ancient Orphie belief covered by a late
Platonic dogma about the sou!. The eschatological myths in Plato are
certainly "Pythagorean". Shamanistie "knowledge" (YVù)OlÇ) about the world
and the soul is traced in the most ancient phase of the Pythagorean tradition,
the ￠ ｸ ｯ ｵ Ｈ ｊ ｾ ｬ ｡ ｴ ｡ Ｎ Ｕ Ｖ
50 ZUNTZ, A 1. 8 (Timpone Piccolo), p. 303: Ｖ ￀ ｾ ｌ ｅ xal ｾ ｷ ｸ ｡ ｑ ｷ ｴ ￉ Ｌ 8Eaç ô' EonL ùvtl
ｾ ｑ ｏ ｴ ｯ ｴ ｯ ［ A 4. 4 (Timpone Grande), p. 329: 8Eaç ÈyÉvou Ès ùv8QcilJtou; esp. A 5. 4 (Rome),
p. 333: ôta YEyrnoa.
51 In PLATO, Phdr., as it is shown by J. STENZEL, Kleine Schriften zur griechischen
Philosophie, Darmstadt, 1956, esp. "Über zwei Begriffe der platonischen Mystik: sc,üov und
xlvnoLç" (1914), p. 1 sq., where there is a comparison between PLATO, Resp., 621b with
PLUT., De gen., (Moralia), 591c-f.
52 See OBBINK, l.c. (n. 34), p. 53.
53 PLATO, Phd., 62 b: 6 ｾｉ￈ｖ oùv Èv ùJt0QQntoLç ÀtyO/-lEVOÇ mQl aùtrnv Myoç, ÙJç EV tm
CPQouQÇt ￈ｏｾｉｅｖ ol àv8QülJtOL xal où ÔEt ôn Éautav Èx ta'Ûtnç À'ÛELV oùô' ÙJtOÔLÔQaOXELV; ibid.,
81a; 114b-c. Crat., 400c. See W. WILl, "The Orphic Mysteries and the Greek Spirit, The
Mysteries", in Papers from The Eranos Yearbooks, Bollingen Series XXX-2, vol. 2, Pantheon
Books, 1955, p. 87-92.
54 PLATO, Tlm., 41-42b.
55 The popular belief that the place of the pre-existence and post-existence of the
soul is a star is expressed in later sources: PLlN., II, 8; Eus. ALEX., de aslr., 1; ARTEM., V, 23.
Comp. Cie., Somnium SClpionis, 23, 25; 24, 26; Id., Seneca, 6, 7, suggested that "humans
have been endowed with souls made out of the everlasting fires called stars and
constellations" and the way that leads back to these fires, the circuleus lacteus, Milky
Way, where a habitation for ail eternity". Cf RHODE, o.c. (n. 42), p. 363 sq., p. 463 sq.
56 E.g. tl Èonv al ｾ ｬ ｡ ｘ ｡ ｑ ￼ ｬ ｖ Vi;OOL; ijÀwç xal OEÀnVn: ARIST. apud IAMBL., VP, 82. See
SANDYWELL, o.c. (n. 4), p. 214 sq.: The Pylhagorean Soul and Metempsychosis. See also I.G.
KALOGERAKOS, Seele und Unsterbllchkelt, Untersuchungen zur Vorsokratik bis Embedokles,
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Euripides offers further evidence for a tradition of astral eschatology. In
his Suppliant Women, 531-534, read "Let the dead be covered by the earth
and whence each part came to light, there let it return - pneuma to aether,
the body to earth" and at 1140 the chorus says that "the aether holds now
the dead children of Iphis". AIso, in the Helen, 1014-1016 say "The mind -
nous - of the dead has lived its life, but an immortal power is preserved, once
it has entered immortal aether".57 The notion that "when one dies, he
becomes a star" is expressed in Aristophanes' Pax, 832-833.58
The same conception pervades the funerary epigram for Lykophron. The
deceased initiate proclaims that after his death he dwells in the stany sky,
uplifted there by his father. In this way, the mortal Lykophron crosses the
boundary of the human sphere and is heroizised. 59 This belief about the soul
is expressed in a funerary inscription from Phrygia C2nd/3rd c. AD.): the body
of the dead is in his tomb, but his soullives in the aether of the immortals.60
In an epigram about Apollonius of Tyana, a student of Pythagorean
doctrines, dated to the 3rd c. A.D., the same notion is expressed: while the
body of the deceased CLe. Apollonius) lay in his tomb at Tyana, in reality, the
sky received him.61 AIso, in Greek funerary epigrams as weil as in Latin ones,
Stuttgart/Leipzig, 1996, p. 99 sq.: Pythagoras und die Pythagoreer: Die Seelenwanderungs-
lehre; also, p. 144 sq.: Exkurs i: Die Seelenwanderungslehre in Pythagoreismus und
Olphik.
57 EUR., Supp., 531-534: Èéwat' non YD lwÀu<p8fivm VEXQOUÇ, / 08EV D' Ëxaotov Èç tà <pGJç
à<pLxEtO, / Èvwü8' àmÀ8ELv, ｮｖｅ￼ｾｷ ｾｬｉｾｖ nQàç aWÉQa, / tà ｯ ｇ ｊ ｾ ｴ ｡ D' Èç Yfiv; 1139-1140:
ｾ ｅ ｾ ￠ ｯ ｴ ｖ Ｌ oùxÉt' EtoLv' OLIJ.Ot natEQ / ｾｅｾ￠ｯｴｶＧ aWnQ èXEt VtV non; Hel., 1014-1016: 6 voüç / tGJv
xm8avovtûlv ｾ ｄ ｾ ｬ ｉ ｾ ｖ où, yvwlJ.nv D' èXEt / à8avatov Etç à8avawv aWÉQ' ÈlJ.nwwv.
58 AR., Pax, 832-833: oùx nv ClQ' oùô' ô ÀÉYouot, xmà tàv àÉQa / ÙJç àOtÉQEÇ ｙｴｹｶｯｾｴｅＸＧＬ
otav nç àrro8avu. According to F. CUMONT, Alter Life in Roman Paganism, New Haven,
1922, p. 95, Aristophanes' passage is the most exactly dated Greek evidence about the
astral immortality. For other examples see THOM, o.c. (n. 47), n. 48, of p. 225 and n. 572.
59 Cp. the epitaph epigram from MarseilIes, ca. 250 A.D., now in the Museum at Aix,
CIG, Sic. H., 2461 (KAIBEL, Epigrammata Graeca, 650. JACOBS, AP, Parart., no. 219), where
the dead is self-declared at 1. 2: ÈydJ ,WÀÉûl OE 8EQJ <plÀoç, oùxÉtt 8vntoç, "a friend of the god,
and not being more a mortal"; and I. 9-12: Èv DÉ [tE] tE88vE[tGJ]OtV Ｖｾｴｮｹｵｑｴ｛￉￧｝ YE rrÉÀouotv/
Dotal, tGJv ÉtÉQn IJ.Èv ÈJttx80vLn m<p0Qntm'/ 11 D' [Ét]ÉQ[n] tElQwot oùv aWEQLoto[t] XOQEUEt,/ nç
otQanf)ç dç ｅ ｴ ｾ ｴ ｛ ｴ ｝ Ｌ ÀaxdJv 8Eàv 11yqwvfia. Two groups of dead-ghosts are differentiated: the
first flies around the earth and the second participates in the chorus of the sky-stars; the
dead "is member of the second group, driven there by god". Kaibel rightly discerns an
initiation to the Pythagorean and Platonic doctrine (Phaedrus). Also, the gold lamella
from PeteIia, ZUNTZ, BI. 11, p. 359: xal tot' èmtt' Cl[ÀÀotOt ｾｴｅＸＧ｝ 11QwWOtV ￠ｶ｡ｾｅｴ｛￧Ｎ
60 PEEK, O.C. (n. 31), 250: ｯ ￹ ｶ ｯ ｾ ｴ ｡ ｾ ｴ ｯ ｴ MEvÉÀaoç' àtàQ ÔÉlJ.aç Èv8aDE XELwt'\jJUxn D'
à8avatûlV aWÉQu VmEtaEt.
61 l thank Prof. Dr. W. Burkert for this information. See C.P. JONES, "An Epigram on
Apollonius of Tyana", JHS 100 (1980), 190-194 and plate lb: ｛ ｯ ｇ ｊ ｾ ｷ ta]<poç Tuavûlv, tà D'
￈ＧｴＱＱｴｵｾｴｯｖ oÙQavàç aùtov/ ｛ ｄ ￉ ｾ ｡ Ｘ Ｇ o]nûlç 8vmGJv ￈ ｾ ｅ ￀ ￩ ｬ ｏ ｴ ｅ novouç. According to
PHlLOSTRATUS, V. Apol. Tyan. VIII 30, Apollonius disappeared from the earth at the temple
of Artemis Diktynna in Crete, while a chorus of virgins was singing within: "O'tELXE yàç,
O'tELXE Èç oÙQavov, OtELXE". olov' tel Èx tfiç yfiç ClVùJ.
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the sky is often the residence of the dead, a point of great significance for
understanding the second couplet of our epigram.62
In Burkert's view, the notion that "Homeric religion" was followed by a
"Pythagorean revolution" is a dangerous over-simplification; but, granted that
the mystery cuIts gave men the hope of escaping death and being joined with
the gods, the belief that humans have a divine origin and that with their
death they return to the place of their origin easily follows. The initiate aims
at Tàv À.oLnàv XQ6vov [.tETà 8EWV ÔLaYELv.63 The same perception is also
expressed in the gold lamellae: 8Eàç ÈyÉvou Ès àv8Qwnwv,64 as weIl as XUL yàQ
Èywv v[.twv yÉvoç ｏ￀Ｎｾｌｏｖ EVXO[.taL ët[.tEV.65 The relationship between gods and
sky C8toL oilQuvLwVEÇ - ZEVÇ, deus, dies) is, of course, very ancient and
obvious. Dionysus, too, and Bacchus are related to the stars. The catchword
in the gold lameIlae, group B: "son of earth and starry heaven" refers possibly
to Dionysus and the stars.66
C. MntÉQu yiiv = Mother Earth
Lykophron, in the last verse of the epigram, states that his body is coming
from his mother earth and after his death goes bad: to her Cl. 4: oW[.tu Ôt.
[.t'llTQàç È[.tiiç [.t'llTÉQu yiiv XaTÉXEL). "Ge Meter" may be taken together as a
single entity, "Mother Earth".67 This must not characterise his birth mother,
but only express that the son receives his earthly existence from her, he is an
earthly son from an earthly mother.68
The daim that the dead Lykophron's soul makes - "1 am the son of Earth
and starry Sky" Cthe last by implication, since sw-nuTQàç refer to n'ÜQ but n'ÜQ
= CWTQOLÇ) is puzzling in itself, but presupposes a link between the dead
person and the early gods.69
62 LATTIMORE, O.C. (n. 16), p. 27, 28, 34, 313-314. Examples cited in: PEEK, GV, l, 861,
1112, 1765, 1775, 1777, 1939, 1971, 1978, 1993 and 1031: ù'lù'Q ÔÉI.wÇ /èv8é1ôE xEtlaL' l/1Vuxn 1
Ô' ù'8avémùv at8ÉQa VaLElétEL.
63 PLATO, Phd., 81a.
64 ZUNTZ, A4. 4, p. 329 (Thurii, Timpone Grande).
65 ZUNTZ, Al. 3, p. 301 (Thurii, Timpone Piccolo).
66 SOPH., Anf., 1147: tÙl n'ÜQ nVE6v1ùlV x6Qay' aOlQwv (Dionysus); DIOD. SIC., l, 11:
E'Ù[.loÀnoç [.lÈv Èv lOtÇ BaxXLxotÇ rnEOl cpnow' ù'OlQocpafi LlL6vuoov Èv ù'xllvEOOL nUQwn6v. See
ZUNTZ, p. 364.
67 So WEST, o.c. (n. 36), p. BI: comp. EUR., Bacch., 275-276, Phoen., 685-686: Lla[.l<'I.1nQ
8Ea, navlwv avaooa navlwv ôÈ fà lQocp6ç. Also, the Mycenean dedication KN F 51, in Hne
2, perhaps ma-ka, Le. ｍｾ ｦｾＺ F. AURA ]ORRO, F.R. ADRADOS, Diccionario Micénico, i, Madrid,
1985, 422: and cf AESCH., Supp., 890 sq., 899 sq.: [.là fà [.là fà, Boàv CPOBEQOV ù'n61QEJtlE,
with the L'S Ùl [.lfilEQ yfi; HEROD., 1, 85: THEoc., 15, 89 (Sicilian?).
68 Comp. KAIBEL, Epigrammafa Graeca, 606 (PEEK, GV, 441, 4), 2nd or 3rd C., from
Roma: yfiç ÛlV nQ608E y6voç [.lnlÉQa yatav exw. Cf AP VII, 371: yfi IlEU xat [.ln1nQ XLXÀi]OXElO,
yfi ILE xaÀ'ÛmEL xat vÉX1JV.
69 KIRK-RAVEN-SCHOFIELD, O.C. (n. 4), p. 30.
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In Papyrus Derveni the same polyonymy is displayed: "Ge (Earth) and
Meter (Mother) are one and the same",?ü
On the Petelia Tablet and in the gold lamella from Pharsalos, as weIl as in
that from Eleutherna of Crete, when the Orphie initiate appears before the
guardians of Hades, he confesses that his origin refers to Ge and the starry
Heaven, but emphasizes that his lineage is celestia1.71 In the gold plaque from
Hipponion the initiate (L. 16: I-lvo'tal xat ｾ ｡ ｸ ｸ ｯ ｌ Ｉ confesses that he is "vàç
fa(aç xat 'OQavél àO'tEQ6EV'tOÇ" ,72 It is a password and a formula of self-
presentation of the mystes for the immortality of his souI. This formula
constitutes the anthropology of self-definition of the initiate, who, as a being,
is partly earthly, partIy divine,?3 Therefore, the initia te has a "dual
potentiality"; the earthly and the heavenly are united in him, and this is his
substance. 74 According to Zuntz, this self-definition of the initiate goes back
to Pythagoras,?5 "Mother Earth" is common, but used in Orphism too,?6 The
entire fourth verse of the epigram for Lykophron clearly echoes the initiate's
confession of the Orphie texts "fiiç Jtalç ELI-lL"; thus, Merkelbach's suggestion
70 A) Col. XVIII-B) Col. XXII: 1. 7-12: [fi ôÈ xat MiltnQ xat 'PÉa xat "HQn il ailtll. ÈxMBn
ôÈ / ffi ｾ ￈ ｶ ｶ Ｖ ｾ ｷ ｊ ｌ Ｌ MircnQ ô' on Èx TauTnç JtâvTa y[lV]ETaL. / ffi xat fala xmà [y]Àwaaav
éxâaToLç. ｌＧＱｮｾｮｔｮ｛ｑ ôÈ] / ｷｶｯｾ￢｡ｂｮ ÜJam[Q] il ffi MnTnQ, Ès ￠ｾｃｪｊｏｔ￉ｑｗｖ E[v] ￨｜ｶｯｾ｡Ｇ / Ta aÙTO
yàQ nv.- Ean ôÈ xat Èv TOi:Ç ﾷｙｾｖｏｌￇ ｅｴ｛ｑｮ｝ｾ￉ｶｯｶＧ / ｌＧＱｮｾｮｔｮｑ ['P]Éa ffi Mn[T]nQ 'EaTla L'1nLwL,
"Earth (Ge), Mother (Meter), Rhea, and Hera are one and the same. She was ealled Earth
(Ge) by eustom; Mother, beeause ail things are barn from her; Ge and Gaia, aeeording ta
eaeh one's dialeet. She was named Demeter, just like Ge-meter: one name from bath, for
il was the same. And il is said in the Hymns tao: Demeter Rhea Ge Meter Hestia Deio".
71 Petelia: ZUNTZ, B 1, 6-7; Pharsalos: B 2. 6; Eleutherna: B 3-8. 4: ffiç Jtai:ç ｅｴｾｵ xat
OilQavoii àaTEQ6EVTOÇ, aÙTàQ ￈ｾｯｴ yÉvoç oilQâvLOV; J.E. HARRISON, Themis, 1912, repr.
London, 1977, 464; ead., Prolegomena, 1903, repr. London, 1980, p. 659, 661.
.72 After G. PUGLIESE CARRATELLI, "Un sepolcro di Hipponion e un nuovo testa
orfieo", pp 29 (1974), p. 108-126, and id., "Aneora sulla lamina orfiea di Hipponion", pp
31 (1976), p. 458-466, p. 10-16.
73 Cp. the stele from Eretria, of the 3rd e. B. C. (IG XII 9, 290): Et 8EOÇ Èa8' il Yfi, xàyw
8Eaç ｅｴｾｌ ôLxalwç' Èx yi;ç yàQ ｾ￀｡｡ｔｷｶ ｙｅｶ｡ｾｮｶ vExQ6ç, èx ôÈ vExQoii yi;.
74 See H.D. BETZ, "'Der Erde Kind bin ieh und des gestirnten Rimmels'. Zur Lehre
vom Mensehen in den orphisehen GoldpHittehen", in Fr. GRAF (ed.), Ansichten
Geburstags-Symposium fiir Walter Burke/1, Basel 15-18 Marz 1996, Stuttgart/Leipzig,
Teubner, 1998, p. 399-419.
75 ZUNTZ, Persephone, p. 383-385.
76 The Orphies (KERN, OF 301: DIOD., III, 62, 2-8) ealled Demeter ｾ ｴ ｮ ｴ ￉ ｑ ｡ yi;. Also,
Kern, OF 302: DIOD., I, 12, 4; EUSEB., Praep. euang. III, 3, 5 cr 108, 6 Dind.); THEODORET.,
Graecar. affect. cur. III, 44, p. 80; 54 p. 83 Raeder: n'IV ôÈ yfiv ÜJamQ àYYEi:6v n TWV
ｃｪｊｵｯｾ￉ｶｷｶ ｵｊｴｯ￀｡ｾｾ￢ｶｯｶｴ｡￧ ｾｴｮｔ￉ｑ｡ JtQoaayoQEiiaav xat TOÙÇ "EÀÀnvaç ôÈ taUTnV
JtaQaJtÀnalwç ｍ ｉ ｾ ｮ ｔ ｑ ｡ ｶ xaÀEï,v, ｾｑ｡ｸ￹ ｾｴｅｔ｡ｔｅＸｅｬ｡ｮ￧ ôLà TOV XQavov Tiiç ÀÉSEWÇ' Ta yàQ
JtaÀaLov Ｖｶｯｾｴ￢ｾｷＸ｡ｌ yi;v ｾｮｔ￉ｑ｡Ｌ xa8âmQ xat TOV 'OQCjJÉa ｊｴｑｯ｡ｾ｡ｑｔＱｊｑｅｩＺｶ MYOVTa' ffi ｾ ｮ ｔ ｮ ｑ
JtâVTWV, ｌＧＱｮｾｮｔｮｑ JtÀOUwMTELQa. Also, the Orphie Hymn for Rhea, no. 14, 1. 9: ｾｮｔｮｑ ｾｴ￉ｖ TE
8EWV i]ôÈ 8VntWV àv8QwJtwv. Cp. Homerie Hymn for Ge, 1. I: faLav ｊ ｴ ｡ ｾ ｴ ｾ ｮ ｔ ｅ ｌ ｑ ｡ ｶ and 1. 17:
Sallv ｾ ｴ ｮ ｔ ｮ ｑ Ｌ aÀox' OÙQavoii àaTEQ6EvWÇ.
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that the ash of Lykophron covers the earth is wrong,77 According to Burkert,
the initiate's confession of his origin before the guardians of the Underworld
is an indieation that the mysteries used myths differently, that is, to establish
privilege through genealogy. Origin is the decisive declaration made by the
initiate in Hades, as witnessed by the texts of the 'Orphie'-Bacchie gold
leaves and perhaps this is the reason why it was used as the password. The
story of origin is a fact known only to the initiate, not to those outsiders who
are ignorant of the secret.78
D. Orphism at Pherai
Archaeologieal excavations have brought to light important evidence
about the existence of local "Orphie-Dionysiac" ("Bacchie") mysteries at
Pherai. Brimo, the Orphie Persephone, and Andrikepaidothyrsos, probably
the Herikepaios (Erikepaios or Erikapaios) of the Orphie texts, (an Orphie
deity identified with Dionysus), are mentioned on the inscribed gold lamella
(dated to the 2nd half of the 4th c. B.C.), found in the south cemetery of
Pherai in 1970 and probably coming from the tomb of an Orphie initiate,79
The 'Orphie' text from Pherai is new and decisive as to the relevance of
'Orphism' in that place. A couplet engraved on a gold lamella from a tomb of
the same date is further evidence for "Orphie" activity at Pherai, because it
names Demeter Chthonia, the mother of the Orphie Persephone.80 P.
Chrysostomou argues that the absence of such Orphie deities of the
Underworld in similar inscriptions Clamellae) elsewhere in Thessaly suggests
that their cult was limited to a small number of private gatherings at Pherai
and that it was not an official cult. These local mystery cuIts are
characterizised as "Orphie- Bacchic", as is the case of those mentioned in the
gold lamellae at Pelinna (end of the 4th c. B.C.), where Persephone and
Bacchios, the Orphie Dionysus, are the gods of the mysteries.81
E. Conclusions
The funerary epigram for Lykophron brings another dimension of
"Orphism" at Pherai to light:. the initiate's belief in his origin from the
immortal fire (sky) and in the astral immortality of his sou1. Both of these
77 See MERKELBACH, Q.C. (n. 1).
78 W. BURKERT, Ancient Mystery CuIts, Cambridge/London, 1987, p. 76.
79 Publication by P. CHRYSOSTOMOU, H ewaaÂLxri 8ea Ev(v)oMa ri r1JeQa{a 8ea, Ph. D.
Univ. of Thessaloniki, 1991, p. 371 sq., published: Athens, 1998, p. 210 sq.j BullEpigr (1997),
285; id., "H ÀaLQEla TOU bLOVUOOU OTn 8woaÀla XaL ELôLXOTEQa onç cDEQÉÇ", Hypereia 2
(1994), part A, p. 127 sq: l:vIlBoÀa. 'AV<Ô>QLXE / JtaLô68uQoov. 'AVÔQLXEJtaL / ô68uQoov.
BQLllciJ. ｂｑｌｾｌ｣ｩｊＮ Etm8<L> lEQàv ￀ｅｌｾｌＨￏＩｶ｡Ｚ AJtOLVOÇ / yàQ 6 ｾｌＱｊｏｔｮ￧Ｎ
80 A. ARVANITOPOULOS, PAAH(1907), p. 16o.
81 See K. TSANTSANOGLOU, G.M. PARASSOGLOU, "Two Gold Lamellae from Thessaly",
Hellenica 38 (1987), p. 10.
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elements are rooted in the Pythagorean tradition. At any rate, the content of
the epigram belongs to the "Orphie" climate existed at Pherai. Lykophron,
the heroizised mortal, has ensured his immortality after his death, perhaps by
being an initiate of the "Orphic"-"Bacchie"-"Pythagorean" doctrines. His
immortality is elemental (Eire) and personal (Eiery soul). His "heroization" is
gained thanks for the post-mortem blessedness of the survival of his soul in
the starry heaven. Lykophron in this quality becomes one of those figures
who remain close to everyday life but at the same time transgress the bounds
of the chthonie realm to enter the divine sphere.
ln my view, the main conceptual dualism and opposition lies in LQMA-
WYXH (Body-Sou!), - compare the graffiti LQMA-WYXH on the Olbia
bones -, corresponding to the physiological elements Earth (Ge-Mother) and
immortal fire (Zeus-Father), lower and upper worlds (underground and starry
heaven). The contrast between il03A-AAH0EIA (Seeming-Truth) in the
epigram reveals the Presocratie reflexibility existing in the construction of
philosophieal discource c. 600-450 B.e., especially in Parmenides and
Xenophanes;82 the AAH0EIA (Truth) in the epigram means for Lykophron
that the soul is immortal fire cognate with the stars of heaven, and
AAH0EIA is a catchword for Orphism, as the graffiti AAH0EIA-WEYilOL
on the Olbia tablets indieate, with AAH0EIA inscribed three times.
It is clear that the four verses of the Pherai-epigram presuppose and trace
back to previous texts and beliefs; furthermore, we could argue that the
axiom: "physiology should not be regarded as an odd, alien kind of
instruction for mystie initiates"83 is applicable to this epigram. It seems,
finally, that these diffused ideas were "common possession" and perhaps the
cogency of the argumentation about "local partieularities", because of
differences in the details, has no effect,84 As far as the identity of the poet of
this funerary epigram is concerned, 1 can affirm only that he appears to have
been an intellectual, weil versed in Presocratie cosmogony interwoven with
mystie doctrines of his time. Exactly who he was remains an open question.
Aphrodite A. AVAGIANOU
Athens, Spring 2001
82 See SANDYWELL, a.c. (n'. 4), p. 300 sq.
83 SEAFORD, l.c. (n. 28), p. 20; OBBINK, l.c. (n. 44). A1so, esp. Chr. SCHEFER, ",Nur für
Eingeweihte!' HerakHt und die Mysterien", Antike und Abendland 46 (2000), p. 46-75.
84 My sincere thanks go to Prof. Y. Tzifopou10s, ta wham 1 owe this remark per
litteras.
